
MY PASSION – I’m looking to join a company where 
I can spread my wings creatively and work on useful 
and meaningful products that contribute to society.

RECOGNITION – My work has been featured in 
many top publications and I’m associated with a 
variety of utility patents.

EDUCATION – Recently certified as a Scrum Master.

Graduated from LATTC in Graphic Design/Communication Arts. 

SKILLS – Customer insight tools (LTV, Journey maps, 
behaviors, Interviews, analysis) Figma, Sketch, Invision, 
Bodymovin, Illustrator, Jira, and rapid prototyping. 

GEOFFREY MCDONALD HELLO@SYMPHONYUX.COM

HELLO. I’m an idea person — the kind of big ideas that help grow and define companies. If you need someone who is passionate about UX, understands business 
goals, thinks beyond the ordinary and can inject the vision to make your product a game changer… that's my mission. 

14-17 BITTITAN (Automation Services Platform)
LEAD UX DESIGNER RESPONSIBLE FOR OVERSEEING AND SHIPPING A MULTITUDE OF CORE FEATURES

Helped the company pivot by designing and architected (IA) a new platform from the ground up which successfully shipped in a year 
for enterprise-class software for scale. 

Shipped UX solutions that helped contributed to raising 15 million in new VC funding as a new SAAS platform. 

Led product feature decisions from initial brainstorming, whiteboard, and high-fidelity persona-centric customer journey experiences 
in a fast-paced agile team. 

Art directed a new Design System (UI Kit), and drove UX/UI decisions to be on par with top SaaS applications. 

Lead UX for the first public release for the Windows App Store publishing onboarding platform. 

Lead UX for the first public release Windows App Analytics platform and contributed innovative ideas to help improve the product. 

Unified navigation across 5 portals (Hardware, Desktop, Explorer, and MSDN) based on modern Windows guidelines and principles. 

Lead UX for Windows Live slide-show showcased at company meeting; UX spanned across the first mobile form factors.

07-14 MICROSOFT (Windows XDR Team)
UX DESIGNER II ON THE DESIGN TEAM THAT RE-IMAGINED WINDOWS & THE NEXT GEN OF PRODUCTS 

18-20 APPTENTIVE (Customer Feedback Platform) 
SENIOR INNOVATION DESIGNER

Lead UX responsible for shipping the high-profile feature known as Fans Signals to visually represent unique intuitive analytics for 
customers to quickly be informed. 

Shipped the Fans Signals, a proprietary, intuitive UI technology, which classified consumers into sentiment segments through the lens of 
loyalty and shifting loyalty.  

Facilitated Design Thinking from customer feedback interviews, competitive/gap analysis, and LTV analytics to uncover product 
opportunities and new feature priorities to influence the roadmap. 

Certified Scrum Master — Simplified complex product features into manageable delivery sprint stories to help the team stay focused. 

17-18 ACCENTURE / WIRESTONE (Microsoft Community)
SENIOR UX/UI DESIGNER

Responsible for the visual refresh and agency product sign-off and public release for answers.microsoft.com. 

Researched and presented product strategy to the product team that influenced feature roadmap for answers.microsoft.com. 

Reduced user confusion by rearchitecting the publishing platform for support.microsoft.com to increase user efficiency. 

20-22 BESTBUY (Advertising Tools)
PRINCIPAL DESIGN LEAD

Modernized and rearchitected the advertising tools platform as a role model for best-in-class internal platform.

Facilitated design reviews from multiple customer stakeholders to ensure and validate product success.

Helped to drive product decisions from a customer journey POV using UX storytelling.

Empowered developer autonomy and sprint output with clear practical solutions developed from collaborative UX design guidance.  
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20-20 AMAZON (Vendor Platforms)
SENIOR PRODUCT DESIGNER
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PRFAQ - UX Lead on a high-impact internal confidential platform where the UI had to solve customer problems beyond scale.

Successfully validated POC UX/UI new feature improvements from customer feedback and data-driven decisions on a fast-paced team. 

Influenced future UX design (OP1) initiatives to help save millions of dollars from missed customer opportunities.

Created UX with clear guidance on the “what” and “why” outcomes from design thinking processes.
The result: faster buy-in from key stakeholders.  
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